
TENDENCIES 
AND TRAITS
of the GENERAL brain type
(10% of the population)

IMAGE-BASED
You care more about body image, so you are more

likely to be thin and well conditioned (or at least look
like it) than most other brain types. In fact, your

brain type is the most common among fitness
competitors and bodybuilders. 

It is hard to find someone with your brain type who is
obese, but your weight can fluctuate during the year,

based on seasonal (i.e. holiday weight gain), eating
patterns and goals if you don’t have your habits

dialed in tightly. 

You tend to tackle projects headfirst, and
you are always in motion. In fact, just
watching you might tire other people.  

You are known for your zealousness and
enjoyment of life to its fullest, having the
gift for finding excitement in new things. 

Think about how being healthier and fitter
will allow you to have even more exciting
experiences and opportunities.  

ZEALOUS

You tend to have high aspirations and being in
charge comes naturally to you. You feel that
your ideas, talents, and leadership could
change the world and you have enough
confidence in yourself to certainly try.  

You strive to be the “top dog” in any field and
once you achieve it, you tend to look for a
higher tree to climb. Focus these tendencies
toward climbing the health and fitness ladder
and you will find success easier to attain. 

ACHIEVER

You want to be on the go all the time, experiencing as much
as possible. Living for the moment, you tend to cash in now

and pay later. You tend to seem fearless, willing to try
anything at least once.  

 
You are a risk taker and may find lasting commitments

confining and boring, including commitments to your health. 
 

 You do have a keen sense of competition, however, so
forming a contest with others would be a good strategy for

you to stay on track. Because of your competitive nature
and leadership abilities, you would also make a good coach. 
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John F Kennedy

RISK TAKER



You need to be especially aware of your tendency for
addictions, especially to substances that can change
your state, like sugar and alcohol. Winston Churchill was
known for his love of alcohol, especially when he was
under extreme pressure. 

If not allowed to indulge in your food cravings some of
the time though, you may feel like quitting and returning
to your familiar freedom-seeking ways. The chocolate
recipes and other delicious treats, including the snacks,
swaps, and substitutions on hardbodcafe.com should
serve you well in this regard. 

KNOW YOUR LIMITS

You like working toward a main goal down the road, but be
sure to use short-term rewards for each step of the way to
keep you on track. You are motivated by instant payoffs to
your efforts, and when you find those payoffs, they give you
the necessary interest and excitement to stay on track.  

Because of your keen sense of competition, forming a
contest with others would be a good strategy for you to stay
on track.  

This same quality, combined with your natural leadership
abilities, would also make a good coach. Teaching and
motivating others would keep things fun and interesting. 

TOP TWO HACKS

Exercise for your brain type tends to be a means to look
better, so go with that and use strength training to tone

your muscles, and cardio to get lean and stay lean. 

If you have the time for it, traditional training using sets
and reps in a big gym, with lots of people will be the most

enjoyable and interesting for you. 

Group classes like spinning or Body Pump will be your best
form of cardio exercise, especially if there is competition. 

If you are pressed for time, opt for high-intensity training
in a group setting with an energetic instructor.

BEST WORKOUT
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SHORTCUTS AND TIPS 
specifically selected for your type to

help you achieve optimal health faster,

with less frustration and more success.

There are plenty more! Click the fire hose
to the left to be taken to your free bonus
page with your full brain type description

and expanded recommendations.  

Be warned though, it's a lot of information,
so we suggest you stick with what's here in
this infographic for a while before trying to

take that big drink! 

WANT MORE 
SHORTCUTS AND TIPS?

http://beegeandpeege.com/the-general/


BRAIN TRAINING FOR 
YOUR TYPE
Here are your customized techniques to help you rewire your brain
over time to think, act and become like the healthy fit person you
always wanted to be! The primary brain areas are highlighted for
each technique. Just click the START buttons in each section to go to
the short lesson (a video or post) to learn how to master each one. 
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You are motivated by instant payoffs to
your efforts, and when you find those
payoffs, you maintain motivation and want
to motivate others along with you. Keeping
a Success Journal will satisfy this need very
effectively. 

When moods try to get the best of you, or
addictions (sugar, alcohol, starches, etc.)
tempt you, this technique will come to
your rescue and will provide long-lasting
effects, especially with regular practice. 

EFT

You tend to like the freedom to eat
without limiting the amount, which can

distract you from being as mindful as you
should be. The Conscious Eating technique

will help you with this. 

CONSCIOUS EATING

SUCCESS JOURNAL

To stay on track, it is important to exercise
the part of your brain that helps you stay

focused. Meditation will help with that
development but if you still get off

track, this technique will help get you back
on quickly.

This technique will help pull you back to
center and increase your focus in the
direction you need to go, with the right
choices to keep you on track (or to get you
back on track).

When you are too busy or scattered for
meditation, this technique will feel like a

"quick fix" and will hold you over until you
can find the time for meditation.

STAYING ON THE TRAIN

MEDITATION

SQUARE BREATHING

Try Now

Try Now

Try Now

Try Now

Part 1 Part 2

Try Now

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEvpQ3UzkMI
https://youtu.be/x8m9UDsYtCY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGjYYDcNH8k
http://youtu.be/8plinBVSC9c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUcLNZr5zRY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFslukfCDhc
http://beegeandpeege.com/square-breathing-to-change-your-state/
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SO NOW WHAT? 

HERE'S HOW TO APPLY 
THIS NEW INFORMATION 

Small steps, slowly, one at a time, is how you learned to walk because that's
how your brain works. Big steps or steps that are too fast will cause a fall.  

Notice also that we suggested you TRY one thing per day. Don't expect to
MASTER one thing per day. The Goal Setting post suggested above will help
you with this too.  

You've got time and everyone has their own best speed, so cut yourself
some slack and take the pressure off. If you keep this fun, you will learn
faster and it will be permanent.

TRY ONE SHORTCUT, TIP OR BRAIN TRAIN EACH DAY

PRINT AND/OR SHARE THIS INFOGRAPHIC

Want some coaching? Just email b@bandp.life for more info

Click the button below to check out the blog post on Goal Setting for
Winners. This will help you organize your thoughts and get some direction
on where you are headed, why you are headed there, and how to get there.  

It's easier than you think too. Like everything, good stuff comes to those
who put in the work, but this is another shortcut that will make achieving
optimal health much easier and faster than anything you have tried before. 

EASY GOAL SETTING 101

Choose what sounds the most motivating to you from the choices below (and if you
don't know, your full description on the other side of the fire hose button above will
tell you): 

1. Print this infographic and post it where you will see it every day. 

2. Share this on social media to start a discussion among your friends, ranging from
general interest to gathering a support team.  

3. Both of the above.  

Let's stay connected!

See Post

Follow the blog Follow the vlog

http://beegeandpeege.com/goal-setting-for-winners/
http://beegeandpeege.com/blog/
http://beegeandpeege.com/vlog/
https://www.instagram.com/beegeandpeege/
https://www.facebook.com/Beege-and-Peege-383813048705306/
https://twitter.com/beegeandpeege
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEiTGrdMBMA1WSghqQwpi2A
http://www.pinterest.com/beegeandpeege

